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Fiddle Tunes from North America and Europe will be played
continuously at a slow speed to facilitate learning. Melody players and
chord players will be coached when needed by Sarah and John. This is a
great opportunity to meet other musicians and to learn to play by ear!
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1. Fiddle Tunes from North America and Europe will be played
continuously at a slow speed to facilitate learning by ear. Tunes will be
played 3 – 4 times at a slow tempo then 1 – 2 times at a more
moderate tempo before going on to the next tune.
2. Tunes will be presented “round robin.” Each participant gets a chance
to choose/request a tune, introduce a tune, or pass.
3. If a participant wishes to introduce a new tune, it should be one that
they know fairly well and can play at a steady rhythm so that others
can follow, especially if no one else knows the tune.
4. Participants should follow the tempo of whoever is leading the tune
and also try to adapt to the leaders’ version when possible.
5. Melody players and chord players will be coached when needed by
Sarah and John.
6. See the three page handout (available online on the slow jam page at
woodburystrings.com) for more details on how to learn by ear and
participate in slow or faster jam sessions.
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We hope you all get a chance to meet others at this event and make connections to
work on some of these tunes in smaller groups between sessions! For more local
resources to help improve your skills, check out these organizations:
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